The moldable parallel task (MPT) is a kind of parallel task that their sub-tasks hold the resources exclusively, which has been widely used in different areas. Our paper focuses on the scheduling of moldable tasks when every sub-task supports time-slice. The time-slice is a consecutive time that the sub-task holds the resources exclusively. After every time-slice, the sub-task can be canceled, suspended, or continued. We give the model of MPTs and propose a scheduling method for MPTs: MC (a heuristic scheduling method supporting time-slice model on the cloud). The simulation results show that, even under a forecast accuracy of system load under 90% and 95%, MC reduces average waiting time and average execution time; at the same time, MC has a lower value in the percentages of unfinished tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud has been widely used in different aspects and it brings convenience for many enterprises [1] . Cloud computing takes infrastructure, platform, and software as services and supports a pay-as-you-go model for geographically distributed consumers [2] . There are three kinds of service providing methods in Cloud: IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), and SaaS (Software as a Service). Many cloud platforms have been built by different companies, such as Microsoft Azure, Amazon EC2, Google App Engine and Aneka [3] . Researchers also have done much work on the Cloud, including the scheduling methods [4] , security, virtualization [5] , load balance [6] , and so on [2] , [7] - [10] .
The application with big data always spends much time on computing and data transmission. Parallelization is the most important way to shorten the execution time of applications with big data. It divides one problem into some sub-problems that would be parallel executed. Parallel tasks are widely used
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jeonghwan Gwak. in the Cloud [8] . Most of past work used DAG (Directed acyclic graph) to model parallel tasks and given different scheduling methods based on the DAG. Those scheduling methods are mainly through intelligent selecting the execution route to achieve scheduling targets, such as the QoS (Quality of Service) requirement, minimizing energy consumption, maximizing output and profit and so on. Different to the prior work, we focus on the scheduling of the MPT considering the system load and the speedup of MPT. Especially, the sub-task supports the time-slice. The time-slice is a continuous period and the sub-task holds resources exclusively during a time-slice. Only at the end of every timeslice, the allocated resources can be dropped. Our paper gives attention to the scheduling of MPTs when those tasks have nonlinear speedup and they support the time-slice.
The originality and novelty of this work is emphasized by the following contributions:
1) We give a MPT model supporting time-slice under the Cloud environment; 2) We give the reference parallelism from the system load; 3) We propose a schedule method for the MPTs based on the time-slice based on the reference parallelism; VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ 4) Comparisons are given to test our method to check the performance in average waiting time, average execution time, and percentages of unfinished tasks. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a literature review of scheduling models and scheduling methods for parallel tasks. Section III gives the system model. Section IV addresses our proposed system architecture, MPTs models and so on. Section V describes a scheduling method for MPT in the Cloud. Section VI describes the simulation performance of our proposed methods and existing methods. We conclude our study and further work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Parallel tasks always reduce the execution time and they are widely used in different areas, such as weather forecasting, stoichiometric calculation, and so on. The data explosive growth makes the parallel task more important that shortens the execution time of applications with big data.
Most of past researchers used DAG (Directed-Acyclic Graph) to model tasks, and they proposed methods from the scheduling of the DAG. Each task is a DAG having a set of subtasks (i.e., nodes) with precedence constraints (i.e., directed edges). The scheduler must complete the execution of all its sub-parallel-tasks by some specified deadlines. They tried to smartly select the execution route to reduce execution time. Pathan et al. [11] proposed two-level preemptive GFP (Global Fixed-Priority scheduling) policy: a task-level scheduler first determines the priority of ready tasks and a subtasklevel scheduler decides the execution orders of subtasks. Yue et al. [12] used a dynamic DAG scheduling method considered the critical path and depth to enhance the scheduling performance. Bhatti et al. [13] proposed LeTS (Localityaware Task Scheduling) for homogeneous multi-core systems. The LeTS heuristic took account of locality and load balancing to reduce the execution time of target applications. Wang et al. [14] proposed CPLMT (Cloud Parallel scheduling based on the Lists of Multiple Attributes) for the parallel tasks, which consider the requirements of jobs to different attributes: bandwidth, memory, computing speed, and so on. Li [15] focused the problem of non-clairvoyant scheduling of independent parallel tasks on multiple multicore processors. For a single multicore processor, they derived an asymptotic worst-case performance bound for a non-clairvoyant offline scheduling algorithm, called LTF (Largest Task First). Generally, those methods mainly tried to select of the execution route to reduce the execution time.
Besides reducing execution time of tasks, other researchers also tried to consider others scheduling targets, such as the cost [16] , QoE (Quality of Experience), energy consumption [17] , reliability [18] , load balance, and so on. Our research mainly focuses on the execution time, so we do not introduce them here.
Different to above mention methods, some researchers also give some scheduling methods just from the flexibility of parallel tasks. The parallel tasks can be classified into three kinds according to the flexibility [19] , [20] : rigid, moldable, and moldable parallel. The rigid parallel tasks have a parallelism in a set of constants. The parallelism of MPTs even can be changed during execution. For the MPT, the parallelism cannot be changed once it has begun. Ye et al. [21] presented a constant competitive online algorithm by applying a black-box reduction from the moldable task scheduling to the rigid task scheduling. Focused on DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) technology, parallelization, real-time scheduling and resource allocation techniques, Zahaf et al. [22] defined the scheduling of MPTs as the optimization problem of an INLP (Integer Non-linear Programming) problem. Wu and Loiseau [23] used a greedy algorithm to satisfy multiple targets of MPTs: social welfare maximization, machine minimization, minimize weighted completion time of tasks. Chen [24] presented an iterative method for improving the performance of scheduling MPTs, which aimed to find a feasible schedule with the minimization of makespan. Those methods always consider the DAG of tasks, and try to select execution route to ensure their scheduling targets. Javanmardi et al. [25] and Shojafar et al. [26] proposed FUGE for scheduling problem in the cloud, which is based on fuzzy theory and a GA (Genetic Algorithm). FUGE aimed to perform optimal load balancing considering execution time and cost. They modified the SGA (Standard Genetic Algorithm) and use fuzzy theory to devise a fuzzy-based steady-state GA in order to improve SGA performance in term of makespan. Besides that, FUGE algorithm assigns jobs to resources by considering multiple attributes of VM (Virtual Machine), such as processing speed, VM memory, VM bandwidth, and the job lengths.
Considering different values of speedups and the related consumed resources, some new scheduling methods are proposed from the view of speedup of parallel tasks. Suter et al. [27] proposed FFDH (First Fit Decreasing Height)-stretch for scheduling of parallel tasks and took it as a 0-1 integer linear programming problem. They used a three-step algorithm to solve the problem: parallel degree allotment, task scheduling and frequency assignment. Marchal et al. [29] proposed a practical speedup model for graphs of MPTs, which takes trade-off between tractability and accuracy. They proposed model-optimized variants of the existing algorithms PROPMAPPING and FLOWFLEX, and proved them are 2-approximation algorithms. Hao et al. [30] gave an example of speedups under various parallelisms, and based on the speedup, they gave a scheduling method according to the system load and the speedup under different kinds of parallelisms. Map-Reduce also widely used in the scheduling of parallel tasks. Chen et al. [31] proposed a new MapReduce Scheduler-BGMRS. The BGMRS utilizes the Bipartite Graph modeling and it can obtain the optimal solution of the deadline-constrained scheduling problem by transforming the scheduling problem into a well-known graph problem: minimum weighted bipartite matching.
Different to prior research, we pay attention to the scheduling of MPTs for the case when they support the time-slice.
Most of past work focuses on parallel tasks which exclusive hold the resources until all tasks have been finished. The time-slice gives the task the chance to be canceled, suspended, and resumed after every end of the time-slice. The parallel sub-tasks is denoted as some MPTs (Cloudlets in Cloudsim [2] , [9] ) and each task (Cloudlet) has the same execution time-one time-slice. Most of past work ignores the fact that some tasks need much times to execute them, the time-slice gives us a chance to divide one big task into some small sub-tasks. This brings convenience for scheduling tasks. There are many cloud simulation tools, such as Cloudsim [32] - [34] , GreenCloud, CloudSched, MDCSim, iCanCloud, and DCSim. Those tools help us to evaluate our proposed method. Figure 1 is physical structure of a Cloud. Every Host has many PEs (Processing Elements) and a data center has many hosts. Datacenter broker decides how to allocate resources in the Cloud. From Figure 1 , the total processing ability of the system TP is:
III. THE SYSTEM MODEL
where, -N is the number of data centers; -MN is the number of hosts in every data center (every data center may have different numbers of hosts); -L M ,N is the number of PEs in every host (every host may have different numbers of PEs). The computing ability is always denoted by MIPS/s (Million Instructions Per Second). Figure 2 describes the user view of the Cloud. The user only has right to execute the task on the VMs assigned to him according to the scheduling policy. A Datacenter always handles several hosts and a host always manages multiple VMs. The parameters of a host include: (1) attributes of resources: computing speed, memory, storage; and (2) the provisioning policy (scheduling method) for allocating processing cores (or PEs) to VMs. The Host provides different parameters (memory, hard disk, CPU, etc.) to VMs. The host has two kinds of resource sharing policies for allocating cores to VMs: space-shared and time-shared [2] . In this paper, we assume that there is only one task on a computer node at any time, in other words, those resources are belonging to time-shared. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 address the holistic architecture of the system. In fact, the datacenter broker manages the system. It reduces or adds a new VM to the system according to the system load (sometimes, it shuts down some VMs to reduce the energy consumption when it has a lower system load). At the same time, if it finds that the system is overloaded, it adds some hardware to reduce load. And we assume the system has a relative high load, so we do not consider shutting down VMs in our system.
IV. MOLDABLE PARALLEL TASK SUPPORTING TIME-SLICE MODEL
In this section, first, we introduce the MPT model that supports time-slice. Here, we give an example of MPTs-WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting Model) [29] . WRF is widely used in the weather forecast. From Figure 3 , we find that the maximum available parallelism of WRF is 48. If the parallelism is less than 48, the execution time would be shortened with the increase of the parallelism; when there are more resources (more than 48) for the task, the execution time would be prolonged. The reason is that the system needs more time to exchange data between different resources when the MPT has a large parallelism (than a constant). Like most of parallel tasks, WRF [29] has a nonlinear speedup.
According to the execution time of WRF under different parallelisms, we model the MPT T i as:
pl i,j is the parallelism of the ith tasks of jth parallelism, and et i,j is the execution time of ith tasks when the parallelism is pl i,j .A i and D i is the arrival time and the deadline of task T i . For task T i , suppose that the maximum parallelism is P i . If the number of assigned resources is less than P i , with the increase of the number of resources, the execution time would be reduced; if the assigned resources number is more than P i , with the improvement of the number of assigned resources, the execution time would be delayed. The reason is, with the increase of the number of assigned resources, more time and more bandwidth need to be consumed between different resources. When the parallelism of the task is pl i,j , the relative execution time is et i,j .
Because some MPTs have a large value in the execution time, even they are paralleled. So, it is important to support the time-slice. Figure 4 addresses an example of the MPT that supports time-slice. The task has 3 * 3 cloudlets (sub-tasks) and is denoted as c i,j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3). A small rectangle means a cloudlet. The black rectangles are cloudlets that have not been completed. The time-slice gives the cloudlet a chance to get the error not until all cloudlets have been finished. It also helps programmer to find the error point during a time-slice. During every time-slice, the cloudlet holds the resource exclusively, until all cloudlets (having same value in i) have been finished. In Figure 4 , though those cloudlets (c i,3 , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3) have been completed just after the third time-slice, those cloudlets also hold the three resources until the end of the third time-slice. In fact, the time-slice of tasks is the same and it always is given by the system. In this paper, we assume that the time-slice is sl. Figure 4 also gives us the way to model MPTs on Cloudsim. A task can be denoted by a matrix of parallel cloudlets. The cloudlet in the same column must be executed synchronized.
From Figure 4 , we can take a task as many small cloudlets. In Figure 4 , we can see there are 3 * 3 cloudlets in the task. So, under the time-slice is SL, we give the model of the task T i (when the parallelism is pl i,j ) as (l is the selected parallelism, m is the identifier of the time-slice):
When the task begins to execute, we assume that the deadline of those cloudlets as d
V. A SCHEDULING METHOD FOR MOLDABLE PARALLEL TASKS ON CLOUD
In the section, we assume that all parallel tasks have a same scope of normalized parallelism [0, 1]. Without considering the deadline, we assume that all parallel tasks are executed on the same parallelism and the system ensures having enough resources to execute all tasks-we call it as reference parallelism (The reference parallelism is not the selected parallelism of tasks).
A. A METHOD DECIDING THE REFERENCE PARALLELISM
In this section, we solve the problem to decide the reference parallelism of those MPTs. In the first step, we do not consider the deadline of tasks and suppose that all parallel tasks are executed under the same reference parallelism. First, we know that different parallel tasks have different ranges of speedups. Hence, we need to normalize them and to make all of them have the normalized parallelism in the same range of [0, 1].
In formula (2), we assume task T i has a parallelism of P i . We set all those parallelisms in the scope of [0, 1], and we use SP i to denote the selected parallelism used in the execution. So, the selected parallelism RP i is:
Suppose et i,temp and RP i,temp is the execution time and the parallelism when the parallelism of task is temp. The consumed resources CS temp i of the tasks under the selected parallelism (temp = RP i ) is:
Considering the time-slice, according to formula (3), the consumed resources is CSJ temp i
:
Now, without considering the deadline of tasks, we assume that all tasks have the same normalized parallelism (with the same scope in [0, 1]), in other words, those tasks have the same value in SP i . We call it as the reference parallelism and suppose that it is AP. According to the formulas (1) and (7) (suppose RP i,temp = AP):
TP (Formula 1) is the total resources provided by the Cloud. From formula (8), we get the average normalize parallelism, and according to formula (5), we get the selected parallelism for every task, and suppose it is APL i .
We must point out that, because of the difference in deadlines of tasks, we just get a reference parallelism, the selected parallelism may be different to AP. And in section 5.2, we give a detail introduction to schedule resources according to the reference parallelism.
B. A METHOD FOR SCHEDULING RESOURCES
First of all, our scheduling method assumes that all tasks are executed on the reference normalized parallelisms. Then, we check two requirements: (1) deadline: we add resources to the task to shorten the execution time only if we have saved enough resources before the scheduling; (2) resource fragment: whether we have a method to reduce more resource fragment than current scheduling. The saved resources (SR i ) refer to the difference between the assigned resources (CSJ temp1 i , temp1 is the normalized parallelism) and the resource under reference parallelism temp2 (CSJ temp2 i : temp2 is the normalized parallelism, and the reference parallelism is AP):
We must point out that, SR i has a time influence factor TF i , suppose the time is T :
The number of total saved resources (TSR) is:
Algorithm 1 describes the details of the scheduling method. In general, there are two main steps in the scheduling. First, we assume that the task is executed under the reference parallelism (APL i ). We need checking the finish time whether is smaller than the deadline. If it is, we check the parallelism from 1 to APL i , to select the parallelism which has the smallest resource fragment (first step, lines 8 ∼ 17). If it is not, we check the parallelism from APL i to the maximum parallelism (MAP i ), under the permission of the saved resources before the scheduling, we select the parallelism which first satisfies the requirement to the deadline (second step, lines 19 ∼ 25).
We give a detailed explanation of Algorithm 1 here. In line 1, TSR records the saving resources. Sometime, we schedule some tasks with a smaller parallelism than the reference parallelism. According to Amdahl's law [34] , we would save some resources when the task is executed under a lower parallelism. lr (line 2, Algorithm 1; same in the following) is the number of resources that do not have been assigned. Lines 3 ∼ 4 calculate the total saving resources which is the gap between the consumed resource and the Get the reference parallelism (APL i ) according to the reference parallelism AP;
7.
If (lr ≥ APL i ) // there are enough resources for the task to be executed with parallelism APL i .
8.
Get the finish time of the task (ft);
9.
Get the resource fragment minfr suppose that the reference parallelism is AP;
10.
If ft < D i
11.
For sl = 1 : APL i // only check the parallelism is less than AP
12.
Get the finish time ft1 when the parallelism of the task is APL i ;
13.

If ft < D i
14.
Get the resource fragment rf when we suppose that the parallelism is sl; If rf ≤ minrf For sl = APL i : MAP i // only checking the normalized parallelism is more than AP
19.
Get the finished time ft1 when the parallelism of the task is sl;
20.
If ft < D i
21.
Get the total saved resources as formula (11) 
break;
25.
SL i = sl; // Assigning sl resources to the ith task; in other words, the parallelism of the task is sl.
resources under the reference parallelism. Line 6 gets the reference parallelism (APL i ) according to AP. Line 7 checks the resources whether satisfy the system requirement. If it is satisfied, we calculate the finished time (line 8) and the resource fragment (line 9). Line 10 checks whether the execution time satisfies the requirement of the deadline.
If the deadline has been satisfied (lines 10 ∼ 18, we check that the parallelism is changed from 1 to the reference parallelism (APL i ) (lines 11 ∼ 18), to select the scheduling that VOLUME 7, 2019 has the smallest value in resource fragment (lines 13 ∼ 18). If the deadline has not been satisfied (lines 19 ∼ 25), we check that the parallelism which is changed from the reference parallelism to the maximize parallelism (lines 19 ∼ 25), and get the parallelism that which first satisfies the deadline as the selected parallelism (lines 21 ∼ 25). Line 26 assigns sl resources to the ith task.
Algorithm 1 just gives the method to obtain the parallelism of every task. Figure 4 shows that a task consists of many cloudlets. We can schedule those cloudlets sequential. But this may bring scheduling problem. We know that, to get an accurate speedup is very difficult, especially under the Cloud and the big data environment. Many tasks need much time (many time-slices) to execute them. If the task cannot be executed as our expectation before the deadline, this brings bad QoE to the user and reduces the system profit. So, we need an urgency-based scheduling method for cloudlets. Seeing from Figure 4 , the last time-slice, if the task is not supposed as our expectation and has more instructions to be finished, we should give more time and resources to execute them. So, we give an emergence fact to every task, which would have a higher priority in the execution. In the next section, we would give a dynamic priority to every cloudlet.
C. A METHOD DECIDES THE PRIORITIES OF TASKS
As mentioned above, the factors deciding the priority of the task include: the time to deadline, the parallelism, the load of the system. Because of the dynamic of the load, we judge the load by the time of the end of every time-slice. For Figure 4 , we can get the system load by the end of every time-slice. We assume that every task is executed under the reference parallelism. Suppose that the time is nst, it is the end of the nth time-slice. We assume that every task average assigns the load to the assigned resources from the arrival time to the deadline. Algorithm 2 gives the method to calculate the system load of the time (the nstth time-slice). 
If (D i ≥ nowt) and (A i ≤ nowt)
5.
Add D i to SJ ; 6. sysload = 0; 7. For i = 1 : len(SJ )
We introduce Algorithm 2 in details in the following. SJ records the tasks that which arrive before the nth time-slice and the deadline is more than the nth time-slice (line 1). Lines 3 ∼ 5 get the task in SJ . sysload is the system load of the time (nstth time-slice). APR i and TAPR i are the reference parallelism and the relative execution time when it is executed under reference parallelism. In line 8, we get the system load. len(SJ ) gets the number of tasks in SJ .(APR i * TAPR i )/(N * (D i −A i )) is the load given by ith task to the current time-slice.
We suppose that the priorities of cloudlets have a scope of [0, 1]. When task T i comes, first according to Algorithm 1, we get the reference parallelism APL i (according to the normalized reference parallelism AP), and the related working time is TAP i (when the parallelism is APL i ), so, we need NL time-slices to execute the task (formula 12):
The task can be denoted as APL i * NL cloudlets. We suppose that the task at least needs to be completed before ANS time-slice and ∂ percentages of the execution time to its deadline. The priority of the cloudlets of different parallel tasks can be got as Algorithm 3:
For n = 1 : NL // nth time-slice; 
∂1 = ((TAP
If (numstd > ANS) and (∂1 < ∂) P m,n = 1;
The main step of Algorithm 3 is to get the priority of every cloudlet for T i . Line 1 gets the number of cloudlets that between the arrival time (A i ) and the deadline (D i ). For every cloudlet, line 4 gets the time to deadline D i ; line 5 gets the percentage of the time to deadline. Line 6 checks the leaving time to the deadline whether it satisfies the absolute (deadline) and relative requirement (percentages) to the deadline. If it does, we set the priority as (NL − n)/(D i − A i ) (line 7); otherwise, we set it to 1 and so that it can get the resources as soon as possible.
D. A METHOD FOR SCHEDULING OF THE PARALLEL CLOUDLETS
As mentioned above, our system models the MPT as many small parallel sub-tasks. In every parallel task, there are many cloudlets (sub-tasks), and those cloudlets should be executed synchronized. We suppose that the execution time of every cloudlet is a time-slice SL, but not include the last cloudlets. Because it is difficult to forecast the execution time without errors, so we should pay more attention to the last cloudlet, especially when the time closes to the deadlines of tasks.
We model those tasks as:
where, -I is the number of parallel cloudlets; -clpr i is the priority of the cloudlet; -cpl i is the parallelism of the cloudlet; -cpr i are the prior tasks of the cloudlet, if the prior cloudlets have been scheduled, it equals 0; -cbh i is the succeed cloudlets of those cloudlets; We use hbs i to denote that the clet i whether has been scheduled. If it equals 1, it has been completed; otherwise, it has not been scheduled. We know that, if cpr i does not equal 0, the task is not have been scheduled. We give a parameter cprf i to denote the task whether has been scheduled:
There are four scheduling targets in our scheduling: 1) the total consumed resources (formula 16): which are the total resources that have been allocated to the cloudlets; 2) the total priority of all scheduled cloudlets (formula 17): which is the total priority of all scheduled cloudlet; 3) the number of finished cloudlets (formula 18); 4) the number of finished instructions (formula 19): which is the total number of instructions of all executed cloudlets. The four targets are denoted as formulas (16) 
Especially, we calculate the number of instructions as the time when the cloudlet has the smallest parallelism as a parameter to judge the system performance. Suppose that I is the total number of resources (the total processing ability). The requirement is:
Because hbs i only has two values: 0 or 1. So, the scheduling problem becomes a 0-1 integer programming problem. And we assume that every target has the same weight in the paper.
Algorithm 4 gives details of scheduling those cloudlets. First, we would schedule those cloudlets that have a priority of 1. Then, for others cloudlets, we would schedule them by using a 0-1 integer programming.
We introduce Algorithm 4 in details in the following. First, we sort all cloudlets CL by the descending order of priorities of cloudlets (line 1, Algorithm 4; same in the following). lrs records the un-assigned resources in line 2. If hbs i == 0
15.
Allocate cpl i resources to the clet i cloudlet; Lines 4 ∼ 6 schedule cloudlets that must be scheduled first. Those cloudlets always have a priority of 1. Lines 7 to 10 are the four targets of our scheduling method. Our scheduling method includes maximizing four targets: the total consumed resources (line 7), the total priority of all scheduled cloudlets (line 8), the number of finished cloudlets (line 9), and the number of finished instructions (line 10). Line 11 is the requirement to the scheduling. In line 12, we used a 0-1 integer programming to schedule those cloudlets and the scheduling result is stored in hbs i . Lines 14 ∼ 15 schedule resources as the result that we have got from line 13.
E. TIME COMPLEXITY
Suppose that the maximum parallelism of tasks is pl, the number of tasks is nt:
1) The complexity of Algorithm 1: for every task, to get the parallelism that which has the minimum resource fragment, so the complexity is O(nt * maxpl); 2) The complexity of Algorithm 2: the complexity to get tasks in SJ is O(nt), then we can take tasks in SJ as a constant, so the complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(nt); 3) The complexity of Algorithm 3: for the time-slice (we take the number of time-slice of every task as a constant) of every task, Algorithm 3 tries to set the priority, so the complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(nt); 4) The complexity of Algorithm 4: Algorithm 4 would be scheduled at every end of the time-slice, so the number of related cloudlets in one time-slice is decided by the arrival rate, and we take it as a constant, so the complexity of Algorithm 4 is O(1); So, the complexity of our scheduling method is:
VI. SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISONS
Algorithms 1 ∼ 4 work together to solve the scheduling problem in the cloud, called MC (a heuristic scheduling method supporting time-slice Model on Cloud). In this section, we evaluate our method-MC on different aspects, such as AET (Average Execution Time), AWT (Average Waiting Time) and PFT (Percentages of un-Finished tasks). We compare our method with FFDH (First Fit Decreasing Height), HEFTP (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time for Parallel tasks) and AFCFSP (AFCFS policy for moldable Parallel tasks).
A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
We assume that there are four datacenters (clusters) in the simulation environment, and each of them has 10 hosts. There are 500 VMs computing nodes in every datacenter. The node in one cluster has the same processing speed. The processing ability of every node in different clusters is randomly changed from 80% to 120% of the standard computer node. We assume that the speedup of all tasks under different parallelisms are the same to WRF (In Figure 3) , and the length of the Cloudlet (task) is obeyed uniform distribution in the range of [500, 9500] (s) (executed on the standard computer node). It is also the execution time (in seconds) when the task gets 8 computer nodes (VMs) in Figure 3 . The deadline of every task is a random number in [0.75, 4] times of the execution time of the task when the task has the minimum parallelism. Those related parameters are listed in Table 1 . It is difficult to attain the accurate execution time of tasks, especially under the dynamic cloud environment. So, it is difficult to get the system load. We give a method in Algorithm 2. Like most of forecast system load methods, it is impossible to forecast the system load very accurate. In the simulation, we check our scheduling method under different forecasting accuracies of the load. ''MC100'' means that the Cloud has 100% accuracy to the forecast system load. ''MC 95'' means that the Cloud has 95% forecasting accuracy to the system load. For example, for MC90, when the system has the load of 100, then the system forecast load is a random number in [90, 110] . Similar to ''MC 95'', ''MC 90'' means that the system has 90% accuracy of the forecast system load. In this paper, we would evaluate our scheduling method under 100%, 95% and 90% forecast accuracy of the system. λ is the average arrival rate which has different ranges under different values of the time-slice. We evaluate those methods when the time-slice (in seconds, same in the following) is 360, 480 and 720, the arrival rates are changed from 30 to 32.5 with a step of 0.5, from 40 to 45 with a step of 1, from 50 to 60 with a step of 2, respectively.
We compare our method with other three methods in the simulation. FFDH (First Fit Decreasing Height) [25] -stretch proves that the scheduling of parallel tasks is a 0-1 integer linear programming problem. It uses a three-step algorithm to solve the problem: parallel degree allotment, task scheduling and frequency assignment. In our simulation, the resource in the cluster has the same processing ability, so we need not to frequency assignment. Though HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time) is proposed for the non-parallel tasks, it has been extended to the scheduling of parallel tasks [35] , [36] , called HEFTP (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time for Parallel tasks). HEFTP always executes tasks in the shortest time, so it always allocates as many as possible resources to every task. AFCFS is widely used in many platforms and under many conditions. AFCFS always allocates tasks as the order of arrival time and allocates the least resources to ensure the task can be finished before its deadline, called AFCFSP (AFCFS policy for MPTs). We suppose that AFCFSP always allocates as small as possible in parallelisms to tasks while the execution time satisfies the deadline. In the simulation, we also extend the three methods to ensure supporting time slicing. We compare our method with FFDH, HEFTP and AFCFSP in the simulation.
B. COMPARISONS FROM DIFFERENT ASPECTS
In this section, we give comparisons from the AET, AWT and PFT. The horizontal axis of all figures represents the arrival rates under different values of time-slice. Generally, all methods have an increasing trend with the enhancement of arrival rates. AFCFSP always has the largest value in AET, followed by FFDH, HEFTP, MC90, MC95, and MC100. MC always has the smallest value in AET, even the forecast system load is 90% (MC90). With the increase of the forecast system load, the value of AET of MC reduces gradually.
We give the average AET of different methods under different arrival rates in Table 2 . The average AET (in seconds) MC always has the lowest value in AETs even we cannot obtain an accurate system load (MC90). MC performs best because it gives the reference parallelism, which ensures the maximum parallelism under the permission of the system load. As we known, a larger parallelism always makes a shorter execution time in the range of the acceptable system load. HEFTP gives better performance than FFDH and AFCFSP, because HEFTP always tries to make every task has the minimum execution time (maximum parallelism). Though AFCFSP always assigns tasks as soon as they come, but it gives the minimum parallelism to the task and that makes the task has the maximum execution time. FFDH has the same problem to AFCFSP.
2) COMPARISONS OF AWT
Figures 8 ∼ 9 show that the AWT of different methods under different arrival rates when the time-slice (in seconds) is 360, 480 and 720, respectively. Generally, AWT of all methods are increasing with the enhancement of arrival rates. The order of AWTs from high to low is: AFCFSP, FFDH, HEFTP, MC90, MC95 and MC100. MC has a lowest value in AWT even for MC90. Table 3 Generally, all methods have a little difference in AWT under the same scheduling condition (time-slice, average arrival rate). FFDH is a little higher because it schedules resource from a global optimization. which would enlarge the waiting time. MC has the smallest value in AWT because the priority in MC is changed with time, when the task has a high value in the waiting time, it enhances the priority of being executed. The accuracy of the forecasting execution time also has a positive effect to the AWT of MC.
3) COMPARISONS OF PFT
Figures 11 ∼ 13 show that the PFTs of different methods under different arrival rates when the time-slice is 360 (s), 480 (s) and 720 (s). All methods have an enhancement trend with the increase of arrival rates. The order of PFTs from high to low is HEFTP, AFCFSP, FFDH, MC90, MC95 and MC100. MC always has the smallest value in PFT, even MC90 also has better performance than other methods under the same condition. MC has the smallest value in PFT because it considers the system load and the deadline. Those two aspects make every task has a higher probability to be executed before its deadline. HEFTP always makes every task has a smallest execution time, it would make every task has a larger parallelism and consume more resources. So, for the future coming tasks, they may not be completed before their deadline. FFDH always gets the first parallelism (Decreasing Height) that satisfies the deadline, and AFCFSP always favors the task with the smallest accepted parallelism, so, they have much difference in PFT. But, the two methods are ignoring the time to the deadline, so they do not perform as well as MC.
4) SUMMARY
Generally, MC has a smallest value in AET and AWT. At the same time, MC also has the lowest value in PFT. Even the forecast accuracy of the system load is 90%, MC also gets a better performance in AWT, AET and PFT. MC performs best because: (1) it considers the system load, and according to the system load, MC gives the reference parallelism, which ensures that every task has a minimum execution time from overall load situation; (2) the priority changed with time and related to the deadline, which makes every cloudlet has a chance to be executed if the cloudlet waits more time than others. HEFTP just considers the execution time of the scheduled task, and loses considering the system load. FFDH considers the optimizing scheduling and does not consider the deadline. On the contrary, AFCFSP just schedules tasks according to the arrival time. So, the three methods just schedule resources from some aspects.
The accuracy of system load also has a distinct influence to the scheduling result. Higher accuracy always brings better performance in AET, AWT and PFT. Compared to MC90 and MC95, MC100 reduces 867.3 (s) and 387.4 (s) in AET, reduces 86.3904 (s) and 40.0904 (s) in AWT, and reduces by 21.10% and 11.65% in PFT. The reason is that when we cannot get an accuracy forecast system load, it is difficult to decide the execution time. This has a negative effect to the scheduling. Therefore, MC90 and MC95 do not perform as well as MC100.
C. SIMULATION ON CLOUDSIM
In this section, the simulation is executed on the Cloudsim [2] , [9] , [38] , [39] . In the simulation, there are four datacenters (clusters) and each of them has 10 hosts. There are 500 VMs computing nodes in every datacenter and each of them has the same processing speed. The processing ability of every node in different clusters is randomly changed from 80% to 120% of the standard computer node. Other parameters are the same to Table 1. Different to above mentioned simulation, we only evaluate our method when time-slice is 360 seconds and the arrival rate is 31 Per. hour. Table 4 shows that: (1) MC has the best performance in AET, AWT and PET; (2) for MC, MC100 always has the best performance in various metrics.
Compared to the last section, we also find those methods have the same trend in above section. AET, AWT and PET have the same trend to Fig. 5, Fig. 8 and Fig. 11 when the arrival rate is 31, though there is a little difference in values. So, the simulation results also prove the same trend of various methods in the above mentioned simulation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we focus on the scheduling of MPTs under Cloud environment. First of all, we give the model of MPTs which supports time-slice, and get the reference parallelism according to the average system load. Then, according to the time to the deadline, a method is used to give priorities to the cloudlets. Finally, we give a scheduling method according to the reference parallelism and the priorities. Simulation results demonstrate that our proposed method has good performance in AET, AWT and PFT. This paper assumes that the system works under a system load, as a future work, we hope that we can propose some scheduling methods that which can adaptive to the change of the system load. As the energy-aware scheduling [37] is a hot topic in the scheduling and Cloudsim supports the DVFS model in the simulation, we would do some work which considers the energy consumption on Cloudsim. 
